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Executive Summary
The bIoTope project lays the foundation for creating open innovation ecosystems supporting the Internet of
Things (IoT) by providing a platform that enables companies to easily create new IoT systems and to rapidly
harness available information using advanced Systems‐of‐Systems (SoS) capabilities for connected smart
objects and easily creating innovative business processes. This deliverable D6.13 reports about the
intermediate state of the IoT‐enabled smart waste management (SWM) use case.

Deliverable Scope
The main purpose of this deliverable is to describe the design and development work undertaken by ITMO
University, StPetersburg with regards to a “Smart Waste Management” (SWM) use case. The deliverable
addresses functionality for various stakeholders, namely, city administration, garbage fleet dispatchers, truck
drivers and citizens. Functions include visualization on the map, routing of garbage trucks, providing context
in response to context queries, developing and working with waste management ontology, data collection
from smart garbage bins using LoRaWAN technology, deploying FIWARE components and providing a mobile
app for citizens. Figure 1 indicates the building blocks of the bIoTope reference architecture (from Deliverable
2.4 v1.2) that this deliverable contributes.

Figure 1: bIoTope Reference Architecture

Relation to Other Deliverables
The deliverable D6.13 describes a stand‐alone use case while it has some similarity to Lyon’s use case “Bottle
bank management” (BBM), deliverable D6.4. ITMO University and GrandLyon are collaborating in four areas:
 extending waste management ontology to include bottle bank concepts
 sharing and reusing data generated in each other’s use case
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adapting context queries developed for SWM use case to BBM and assisting in extending specific
queries
sharing and reusing software developed by ITMO University and GrandLyon.

Key Achievements
For a better overview, we organize the key achievements and contributions of this deliverable into several
areas, which are outlined in Table 1.
Table 1: Key Achievements in RDF Integration & Semantics

Contribution Area
Integration

Innovation

Technical

Exploitation

Description
The SWM use case deploys a number of bIoTope core components and platforms,
namely, CoaaS (described in D4.5), FIWARE, O‐MI/O‐DF.
Deployment of smart garbage bins (SGB) with sensors measuring how full SGBs are
and transmitting the data to processing center where the data is used for garbage
truck routing optimization. The mobile app allows monitoring and control over
locking/unlocking SGBs. CoaaS context queries enables real‐time context
provisioning and ensures accuracy, dependability and timeliness of delivered
information. The proposed waste management ontology is the first of its kind and
can be propagated and extended.
The workings of SWM are described in chapter 3 and extensively cover software
development and hardware testing.
SWM use case will develop best practices in solid waste management for
StPetersburg and can be offered to other cities in Russian Federation. Elements of
SWM which are innovative compared to EU practices can be exploited by EU smart
cities.
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1. Introduction
This deliverable is a development and demonstrator document. This document describes the proof‐of‐concept
demonstrators for the pilots, and describes the relevance of the applied technologies by positioning them in
the big picture.

1.1. Structure of the document
The structure of the document is as follows:


Chapter 2 emphasizes the novel enabling technologies, namely, FIWARE, LoRaWAN and O‐MI/O‐DF.



Chapter 3 describes the architecture and technical aspects of Smart Waste Management design and
development



Chapter 4 describes the integration aspects of SWM with CoaaS and BBM



Chapter 5 wraps up the document with conclusions
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2. The innovative technology included
2.1. Open source IoT platform FIWARE
FIWARE IoT Stack (see Figure 2) allows connecting devices and receiving data, integrating all device protocols
and connectivity methods, understanding and interpreting relevant information. It isolates data processing
and application service layers from the device and network complexity, in terms of access, security and
network protocols [1].
These are the main benefits of solutions powered by the FIWARE IoT Stack:
 Simple sensor data integration
 Device‐independent APIs for quick app development & lock‐in prevention
 Modular
 Scalable. High available
 Open & standards based. FIWARE compliant

Figure 2. FIWARE Components

2.1.1. Architecture Overview
To integrate devices into FIWARE ecosystem we choose several components of FIWARE IoT Stack:
 Orion Context Broker
 IoTAgent‐UL
 Cygnus with MongoSINK
For sending data into IoTAgent we use device backend written in Python via Ultralight 2.0 protocol. For data
representation, we use Freeboard dashboard with Orion DataSource plugin. It allows pulling information from
Orion Context Broker and showing it on gauge or chart. Thingproxy is used for cross‐origin queries, as Orion
disallow this one. For data flows orchestration we use Node‐Red platform with MongoDB plugin. For quick
deployment every component are packed into Docker‐containers.

2.1.2. SWM system
These data models describe the main entities that are typically involved in waste management scenarios. In
fact, these models have been devised to be as generic as possible, thus allowing to deal with different
scenarios:
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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Municipal waste management with on street / buried containers.
Industrial waste management using specialized containers.
Containers used occasionally on street (construction waste containers, etc.).

The main entities identified are:
 SGBIsle . Isle which holds one or more containers. On a municipal scenario they are delimited on street
areas.
 SGBModel . It represents a model of waste container, capturing its static properties such as
dimensions, materials or features.
 SGB . It represents a particular instance of waste container placed at a particular isle or place. All the
dynamic properties of a container, for instance, fillingLevel are included by this entity.
SGBIsle

A geographical area which keeps one or more waste containers.
{

"id": "sgbisle:Birjevaia:16",
"type": "SGBIsle",
"location": {
"type": "Polygon",
"coordinates": [
[
[ -59.944530, 30.294804 ],
[ -59.944681, 30.294804 ],
[ -59.944681, 30.294864 ],
[ -59.944521, 30.294864 ]
]
]
},
"address": {
"streetAddress" : "Birjevaia, 16",
"addressLocality": "SPB",
"addressCountry": "RU"
},
"features": [],
"description": "SGB isle",
"containers": ["sgb:Birjevaia:16a", "wastecontainer: Birjevaia:16b"]

}
Smart Garbage Bin Model

A model of waste container which captures the static properties of a class of containers.
{
"id": "sgbmodel:m1",
"type": "SGBModel",
"width": 0.50,
"height": 0.90,
"depth": 0.50,
"cargoVolume": 170,
"modelName": "M1",
"madeOf": "plastic",
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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"features": ["wheels", "lid"],
"category": ["dumpster"]
}
Smart Garbage Bin
Example data in NGSI format of waste container.
{

}

"id": " sgb:Birjevaia:16a ",
"type": "SGB",
"refWasteContainerModel": "sgbmodel:m1",
"refWasteContainerIsle": " sgbisle:Birjevaia:16",
"serialNumber": "abcd123",
"location": {
"type": "Point",
"coordinates": [ 59.944560, 30.294821 ]
},
"fillingLevel" : 0.6,
"dateLastEmptying": "2017-05-21T15:05:59.408Z",
"status": "ok",
"refDevice": ["device-Birjevaia:16a:1"]

2.2. LORA‐WAN networking technology
LoRa (Long Range) is one of the most promising wide‐area IoT technologies proposed by Semtech and further
promoted by the LoRa Alliance. LoRa Alliance has deﬁned the higher layers and network architecture on top
the LoRa physical layers and termed them LoRaWAN. LoRaWAN is primarily intended for IoT devices operating
up to ten years on battery power alone in regional, national or global deployments. The intention of LoRaWAN
is to provide secure bi‐directional communication, mobility, and GPS‐free localization services. LoRa targets
deployments where end‐devices have limited energy (for example, battery‐powered), where end‐devices do
not need to transmit more than a few bytes at a time. Data traffic can be initiated either by the end‐device
(when the end‐device is a sensor) or by an external entity wishing to communicate with the end‐device (when
the end‐device is an actuator).
The dynamic waste collection could be described as an online decision process for defining when to collect
waste from bins (i.e., scheduling), and which routes the collection trucks should follow (i.e., routing) [2]. Many
technologies and hardware are already used in waste management adopting different approaches in the
administration of the physical infrastructure as well as the data collected in the field. Sensors enable the
measurement of physical parameters and transform it to digital signals, which are transmitted wirelessly by
an ad‐hoc network infrastructure.
One of the main components of the Smart Waste Management system is an SGB. An SGB is modular and
provides a different set of capabilities depending on the usage scenario. However, in any of them, data is
generated from a set of sensors, and it is required to ensure the data delivery to cloud processing services.
This information is used, for example, for the dynamic construction of routes, depending on SGB fullness, or
garbage combustion probability and subsequent call for firefighting services.
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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We investigated LoRaWAN as an intermediate between end‐device and cloud service. Long range of operation
up to 13 kilometers, small power consumption and confirmed packet delivery with bitrate up to 1 Kbit/s is
enough for Smart City areas in which a gateway may be deployed in the district and communicate with multiple
waste points.
End‐devices can transmit via any available channel at any time using any available data rate, being restricted
by the necessary need to implement pseudo‐random channel hopping at each transmission and to comply
with the maximum transmit duty cycle. There are several modes of work for specification of LoRaWAN (for
EU868), with the difference in transmission power. For a number of tx (Transmit) values from 1 to 5, the
transmission power is respectively equals 14 dBm, 11 dBm, 8 dBm, 5 dBm and 2 dBm.
In the proposed system, we use Multitech’s MultiConnect Conduit Gateway. MultiTech IoT platform includes
programmable gateways, long‐range RF modules, and accessory cards. Available options include a LoRaWAN
mCard capable of supporting thousands of MultiConnect mDot long‐range RF modules connected to remote
sensors or appliances. The MultiConnect mDot is a LoRaWAN Ready, Low‐Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN)
RF module, capable of full duplex communication over distances more than 16 km. The main purpose of the
gateway is to ensure reliable package forwarding to IP‐network.
The Things Network (TTN) service is a cloud service for monitoring the queue of events from devices,
decrypting packets, routing data to processing services, and sending packets back to devices. All the gateways
connected to the TTN network are accessible on the map and can be used by LoRaWAN endpoint devices to
communicate with the system. Packets are encrypted by endpoint devices by device key and by application
key, so payload data is accessible only by the owner. Simultaneously, the openness of infrastructure is a
significant step towards the spread of technology. TTN platform creators offer plug‐ins for NodeRed and
NodeJS for rapid prototyping of applications.
The module based on the RN2483 chip is used as an endpoint device. The RN2483 is a fully‐certified 433/868
MHz module based on wireless LoRa technology. The RN2483 utilizes a unique spread spectrum modulation
within the Sub‐GHz band to enable long range, low power, and high network capacity.

2.3. bIoTope ecosystem component binding technology OMI/ODF
The Open Group Internet of Things (IoT) Standards have been developed to fill an interoperability gap
identified in the context of the IoT, as explained in the White Paper: An Introduction to Quantum Lifecycle
Management (QLM).
A great number of useful standards exist on the level of communications within a local network, within a
specific domain, or for a limited purpose such as remote management of computers. However, at the moment
of writing this specification, we have not been able to identify an appropriate standard that would address the
higher‐level requirements of the IoT. Such requirements are notably the need for any data sources (devices,
machines, server‐based systems, etc.) to be able to publish their available data and provide access to it in an
easy and secure way, which includes the possibility to filter the data provided depending on the requester’s
identity, the context, etc.
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The O‐DF (Open Data Format (O‐DF), 2014) can be used for publishing the available data using ordinary URL
(Uniform Resource Locator) addresses. O‐DF structures can also be used for requesting and sending published
data between systems, notably when used together with the O‐MI standard. In the IoT, information about a
product or a “Thing” is often distributed over many different devices, systems, and organizations. The O‐DF is
intended to represent information about things in a standardized way that can be understood and exchanged
in a universal way by all information systems that need to manage such IoT‐related data. A data format
structure typically does not contain complete information about a particular thing. Information about the
same thing may be contained in several different data format structures. Object identifiers make it possible to
link the data about a single thing that may be located in different information systems. An object identifier
may be the only information that a data format structure contains about a particular thing. The visibility and
the access to data may depend on the object identifier used, as well as on the identity of the requesting party,
as well as on the context of the request. This is why the object identifier data structure is of particular
importance in any universal IoT standard.
The O‐DF is specified using XML Schema. It defines a simple and extensible ontology that allows the creation
of information structures that are similar to those of objects and properties in object‐oriented programming.
It is thereby generic enough for the representation of any object and information that is needed for
information exchange in domains such as the IoT, lifecycle information management, etc.
An O‐DF structure is a hierarchy with an Objects element as its top element, as illustrated in Figure 3. The
Objects element can contain any number of Object sub‐elements. Object elements are identified by at least
one id sub‐element. An Object may also have an optional description sub‐element. Object elements usually
have properties, which are sub‐elements called InfoItem, as well as Object sub‐elements. The resulting Object
tree can contain any number of levels.

Figure 3. Illustration of O‐DF Element Hierarchy
The O‐DF is intended to be used for expressing information about “any” identifiable object (products, services,
humans, …). How the information is communicated is not a part of this standard. The communication media
might be a file sent as an email attachment, on a USB stick, or any other kind of media. O‐DF content can also
be sent using REST‐based services, SOAP, Java Message Service (JMS), the O‐MI, and other kinds of messaging
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protocols. The O‐DF can be used as a query and response format in such messaging; for instance, the O‐MI
specifies that a “read” request with an O‐DF structure should be responded to with the next level in the
hierarchy shown in Figure 1. As an example, a request with only an “Objects” element should return an O‐DF
response with the list of Object elements available, including at least the compulsory attributes and sub‐
elements (notably at least one id element).
The IoT tends to be defined in different ways by different people. The Open Group IoT Standards definition is
based on an IoT where products can have varying degrees of “intelligence”, from barcodes or RFID tags that
have only an identifier to smart houses, vehicles, and other products that have advanced sensing and actuating
capabilities, as well as powerful processing, memory, and communication capabilities. The lifecycle concept
of the IoT Standards requires that the O‐MI must be able to provide interoperability between products and
with all other information systems that consume or provide information that is relevant to the product
lifecycle. Despite the focus on product lifecycles, it is also the intention that the IoT standards would be
applicable to lifecycles of “anything”, such as humans, services, projects, electronic documents, etc. Therefore,
the O‐MI has been specified in the most generic way possible.
The IoT Standards connectivity model is similar to that of the Internet itself. Where the Internet uses the HTTP
protocol for transmitting HTML‐coded information mainly intended for human users, the IoT Standards use
the O‐MI for transmitting lifecycle‐related information mainly intended for automated processing by
information systems. The O‐MI fulfills the same purpose in the IoT Standards as HTTP does for the Internet. In
the same way as HTTP can be used for transporting payloads also in other formats than HTML, the O‐MI can
be used for transporting payloads in almost any format. XML might currently be the most common text‐based
payload format but others, such as JSON, CSV, etc. may also be used.
A defining characteristic of the O‐MI is that O‐MI nodes do not have predefined roles, as it follows a “peer‐to‐
peer” communications model. This means that any O‐MI node can act both as a “server” and as a “client” and
therefore communicate directly with each other or with back‐end servers. Typical examples of exchanged data
are sensor readings, alarm or lifecycle events, requests for historical data, notifications about availability of
new data, changes to existing data, etc.
The main properties and requirements for the O‐MI are:
1. O‐MI messages can be transported using most “lower‐level” protocols. This signifies that protocols
such as HTTP, SOAP, SMTP, files on mass storage media such as USB sticks, text messages on mobile
phones, etc. can be used for transporting O‐MI messages.
2. Three possible operations: read, write, and cancel. Read is for immediate retrieval of information and
for placing subscriptions for deferred retrieval of information from an OMI node. Write is for sending
information updates to O‐MI nodes. Cancel is for cancelling subscriptions before they expire.
3. O‐MI nodes can request current and historical data with an immediate response. This is done by the
read operation. Information is retrieved as a response message.
4. O‐MI nodes can send data to each other at any time. This is done by the write operation.
5. Subscriptions can be made for deferred retrieval of data from other O‐MI nodes. This is done by the
read operation if the interval parameter has been set. If a callback address is provided, then the data
is sent using an O‐MI response message at the requested interval. If no callback address is provided,
then the data can be retrieved (polled) by issuing a new read request with the ID of the subscription
(this is particularly useful if the requesting node is behind a firewall or using NAT).
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6. Allowing different payload formats both for requests and responses. An O‐MI message can transport
actual information using any text‐based format (standardized, proprietary, …) that can be embedded
into an XML message. It is even possible to use different payload formats in different return elements
of an O‐MI response.
7. All requests and responses can specify a Time‐to‐Live (TTL). If the message has not been delivered to
the “next” O‐MI node before the TTL expires, then the message should be removed and an error
message returned or sent to the message originator, if possible.
8. Enable synchronous communication between nodes. Any response message can include a new
request, which is useful, for example, in control applications. It also provides a possibility to perform
“client‐initiated” communication with nodes that are located behind firewalls or NATs.
9. Publication and discovery of data sources, services, and metadata. Publication of new data sources,
services, and metadata can be done with the write operation. “RESTful” URL‐based (HTTP GET) queries
(in addition to read operations) allow the discovery of them, including discovery by search engines.
Note: Format and semantics used by different data sources, services, metadata, etc. are not part of
the O‐MI; their format and semantics are specified by other standards, such as the O‐DF or similar.
10. All requests can specify a list of target O‐MI nodes. The receiving node(s) are then responsible for re‐
routing the request to the target O‐MI nodes, or sending back an error message to the requesting O‐
MI node in case of failure.
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3. IoT‐enabled Smart Waste Management
3.1. SWM architecture
The main tasks of this deliverable were:
 development of the prototype architecture of the cloud decision support system and management of
the SWM based on IoT technology;
 creation of a prototype of the pilot project of the cloud decision support system and management of
the SWM.
The aim of the current stage of the project is the creation of a pilot project of the cloud decision support
system and management of the SWM within the framework of the smart cities concept based on IoT
technologies. IoT technologies are actively developing now and are an integral part of the smart city concept.
IoT technologies allow creating innovative services, providing intellectual support to the urban infrastructure.
The overall objective of this project is to promote the introduction of innovative solutions for the organization
of the urban environment that meet the requirements of citizens, public and private organizations and provide
economic, environmental and social security and sustainable development by supporting new services and
applications based on IoT technologies.
The aim of the work is to create a cloud system that automatically manages the process of removal of solid
household waste (SHW) in Smart Cities, which provides interaction of the participants in the process,
collection, storage and provision of contextual information on the state of the city infrastructure and the needs
of participants in the system based on the “Context as a Service” model.
Effective organization of waste collection and processing is a necessary service and an important task for any
large city, including St. Petersburg. At this stage of development, a certain level of informatization in the field
of managing the collection and removal of solid domestic waste has already been achieved. Nevertheless, the
process of integrating existing projects into the systems of the Smart City is still in the initial stage. The
developers of this project participated in the publication of a detailed review of the existing research provision
in the application of IoT technology for managing the collection and export of solid waste [3].
The bIoTope consortium develops principles for creating ecosystems for IoT and demonstrates the
applicability of these principles to a number of pilot projects. The cooperation between the consortium
bIoTope and ITMO University is to jointly create the principles of the IoT ecosystem: knowledge‐as‐service,
context‐as‐service, information‐as‐service. Within the framework of the project at the current stage, the
foreign partner develops the theoretical foundations of Context and Situation Awareness for the Internet
Things within the framework of the Smart City concept and the development of the mobile data storage
system (Edge Data Storage) and intelligent data filtering systems. The protocols used in the project are O‐MI
/ O‐DF, developed by The Open Group, one of the partners of the bIoTope consortium.
Anticipated scenario of using the developed system is as following. Garbage collector sensors generate data
on the degree of fullness of the garbage container, the location of the cleaner, the amount of fuel and the rate
of its consumption. In addition, truck drivers can upload video clips or images of problems that they encounter
in carrying out their tasks. Sensors located in garbage containers generate data on the degree of occupancy of
the container, etc. Companies engaged in buying, collecting and processing waste after registration in the
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system can create rules and business logic for waste collection. Creation of business logic and rules
presupposes the registration of all garbage trucks and drivers of these companies in the system, registration
of garbage containers equipped and not equipped with sensors from which waste should be collected, the
definition of temporary windows for collection of waste that corresponds to the garbage collection plan in
each of the districts of the city and the terms of the contract with the mayoralty. An important problem is also
the collection, processing and storage of information from heterogeneous sensors, including sensors for the
fullness of garbage containers and waste collection containers, cameras, other sensors and objects connected
to the system via the Internet. Navigation systems provide data on the traffic situation, which is critical for
efficient routing. Reports of problems on the road from drivers are handled semi‐automatically, which greatly
speeds up the solution of problems.
The project is based on the Internet of Things, which is a massive distributed system consisting of a large
number of (potentially billions) smart devices connected via Internet version V6 that communicate with
standard protocols and have physical and virtual characteristics, intelligence (AI‐based) and capable of
measuring, calculating, transmitting, storing and processing information.
The proposed system of contextual and situational awareness for the Internet Things within the framework of
the Smart City concept in application to the problem of SHW collection are aimed at improving various
indicators:
 Comfort of the citizens and improvement of the ecology of the city with the help of sensors in garbage
cans:
 Ensuring timely removal of garbage
 The financial interest of citizens
 Control over garbage removal pricing arrangements
 A system of incentives for sorting and garbage collection
 Informing the city administration about the garbage collection process
 Understanding the overall picture, generating reports, controlling pricing, etc.
 Monitoring of waste collection for district administration
 Management of the waste collection process
 Quality of service check
 Rapid and effective ways to resolve disputes and problems
 Assistance on the route for drivers of garbage trucks
 Route planning and reporting system for road problems
 Organized garbage collection for managers of landfills and processing plants
 Service for publication of requirements for the purchase of a certain amount of waste for storage or
processing
The architecture of the proposed SWM is depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Architecture of SWM cloud system prototype
Interaction between components of the proposed architecture:
 SGB ‐ interacts with the Cloud decision support system through the LoRaWAN stack
 Sensors ‐ connected via physical interfaces to the Arduino Mega 2560 development board:
o Distance sensors ‐ transmit data about distance to garbage in bin
o Temperature sensor
o Air quality sensor
o RFID‐reader
 Arduino ‐ connects to RaspberryPi via a virtual COM port
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RapberryPi ‐ interacts with Arduino and LoRaWAN modules
LCD ‐ connected to SPI‐bus of Arduino
LoRaWAN LoRaWAN transceiver ‐ connects via virtual COM port to RaspberryPi
LoRaWAN gateway ‐ allows converting LoRaWAN packets to IP packets and forwards them to the cloud
IoT platform for LoRaWAN ‐ receives data from the tanks, packaged in an IP packet and redirects them
to subscribers (in the Cloud system)
Cloud support system for decision‐making and management of the SWM
Main VM:
Cloud system ‐ interacts with the Things Network cloud through the websocket; provides a REST
interface for web portals; receives HTTP information from the RITM cloud
MongoDB ‐ through REST‐requests provides interaction with the cloud system
FIWARE Orion ‐ interacts through NGSI‐requests
GraphHopper ‐ connects to the cloud system as a ready‐made java library
Web‐portal VM
Web application for organizations‐carriers ‐ interacts through REST‐requests with the cloud system
and clients
Web application for government structures ‐ interacts through REST‐requests with the cloud system
and clients
Web application for citizens ‐ interacts through REST‐requests with the cloud system and clients
Dispatcher`s console ‐ interacts through REST‐requests with the cloud system and clients
Mobile applications:
Driver module ‐ interacts through REST‐requests with the cloud system and clients
The module of the employee of housing and communal services ‐ interacts through REST‐requests
with the cloud system and clients
Vehicle:
The driver's workstation ‐ co‐operates through REST‐requests with the cloud system and the clients
An intelligent device for collecting preprocessing, storage and transmission of data for installation on
a vehicle ‐ interacts with the RITM cloud through a proprietary protocol
RITM cloud ‐ interacts with the cloud system via REST‐requests
External systems ‐ interact with FIWARE Orion with NGSI requests
bIoTope
CoaaS

The system for automating the process of data collection from vehicles provides the collection, analysis,
storage of telemetric data coming from the vehicles used in the SDW export process.
The onboard subsystem is a complex of software and hardware that automatically collect data on the technical
condition of the vehicle, fuel consumption, driving quality, driver and passenger safety, route, road,
geographical and climatic conditions, road traffic and environmental indicators; processing of collected data,
control, regulation, control on board the car; information and advice to the driver; data transfer to central
processing. Data from vehicles may contain the following indicators based on data from onboard equipment:
 technical condition of the vehicle based on the vehicle's standard sensors (fuel consumption, tire
pressure, temperature, vibration, engine running time and other data available via CAN bus);
 technical condition of the vehicle on the basis of the compliance of the prepared acoustic and thermal
passport of the vehicle with current indicators;
 accounting of consumables (fuel quantity, oil level);
 Driving quality (speed, acceleration, the presence of aggressive maneuvers, excess speed mode);
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geopolitical data;
data on road accidents;
route of the TS (passing through the specified route);
safety of the driver and passengers (seat belts, airbags, door / window locking status);
road safety, providing video information;
comfort in the cabin (interior temperature, noise level);
environmental indicators (control of exhaust gas parameters);
road conditions (type of road surface (gravel, concrete, asphalt), asphalt condition (dry, wet, icy), road
lighting, traffic density;
climatic conditions (atmospheric ‐ temperature, humidity, pressure, temperature of asphalt).

3.2. The system of data collection and intelligent processing
The main sources of the system data are the sensors installed on the vehicle and on the garbage containers.
Receiving information from the sensors installed on the SGBs is carried out using the The Things Network (TTN)
service, which acts as a gateway processing data packets coming from LoRaWAN devices. The method
executes a query, aggregates the data of the tanks and converts them to the systematized knowledge stored
in the MongoDB database. In this way, the function of providing the possibility of converting incoming
heterogeneous data into a systematized knowledge is performed.
Processing of incoming information is carried out by passing a number of transformations. Information from
the sensors, coming in the form of a digital signal, is converted into data packets sent to RaspberryPi via the
serial UART interface, RaspberryPi converts the data into a format of packets transmitted to the LoRaWAN
module. The flow of data is presented in Figure 5. Data transmitted through the LoRaWAN network is
transmitted over the Internet to the Things Network cloud. The data from the cloud comes from subscribing
to events and comes in a binary data format. By a series of transformations in the cloud system, the
information falls into the MongoDB database. At the same time, the data contains the level of the tank fullness,
the temperature information and the RFID tag that was applied to interact with the tank [4].

Figure 5. SGB data flows
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3.3. Driving quality control system
Driving quality control is one of the key aspects of vehicle management support systems, as it allows
quantifying traffic characteristics, professionalism of drivers, road situation directly or indirectly. Having
information about the quality of driving, the dispatcher or other participant in the management process has
the ability to control the correctness of the tasks. In addition, having a quantitative assessment, it is possible
to compare the degree of professionalism and optimize personnel. The quality of driving is usually correlated
with the increase in the service life of the vehicle and the absence of breakdowns of the mechanisms.
The evaluation of the quality of driving falls on the vehicle traffic monitoring systems, in this case the
calculation is done in the cloud system of decision support and management of the SWM system. Thanks to
the system for automating the process of collecting data from vehicles, information about the characteristics
of vehicle traffic is transmitted from the prototype of on‐board intelligent devices for preliminary processing,
storage and transfer of data to the cloud system where its final analysis and processing takes place.
As characteristics that are selected for quality control of driving, there are:
 Accelerations exceeding the threshold for a period of time, more than one second. The threshold
values are1 m/s2, 1.5 m/s2, ‐1.5 m/s2, ‐2 m/s2. Accordingly, the number of traffic areas with an
acceleration exceeding 1 м/c2, and lasting more than 1 second is designated as Am1, exceeding1.5 м/с2
‐ Am15, less than ‐1.5 м/c2 ‐ Al15, ‐2 м/c2 ‐ Al2.
 The number of sharp turns (at a speed above 40 km / h) is designated as Nc
 The length of the traversed path is designated as L (km)
o Final formula for calculating driving quality:
o P = 100*exp(‐(Am1+3*Am15+Al15+3*Al2+Nc)/L) %
The final value is the percentage expression of the driving quality of the vehicle, with a value of 100%
corresponding to the best route quality.
Due to the presence in the formula for calculating the driving quality of the non‐linear function of calculating
the exponent, the sensitivity of the function is reached in the range of values close to 100%, which allows
comparing the driving quality of employees with high indicators and cutting off all values not exceeding a
certain threshold as unsatisfactory.
With the acceleration parameters, weights are introduced, which increase the effect of large accelerations in
the module, since more wear of the mechanisms is produced and the effect on the cargo and the surrounding
traffic situation is greater. Sharp cornering also has a negative impact on these factors.
In the denominator of the fraction, the exponent's exponent is expounded by the path traversed by the
vehicle, since the increase in the path length correlates with the increase in its transit time and the number of
potential violations of the motion characteristics. However, in the calculations, the concentration of these
disturbances on the section of the road is important.
Since the information needed for calculations is stored in the cloud service, it is possible to calculate at any of
the time intervals for any of the vehicles (the driver).
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3.4. Decision Support System for issuing guidance on route optimization at the
operational, tactical and strategic levels of management in SWM system
Decision support system for issuing directions for optimizing routes at the operational, tactical and strategic
levels of management of solid waste collection:
 contains the possibility of automatic optimization of routes in accordance with the criteria specified
by the customer of the service
 contains the ability to compose routes for the automated workplace (AWP) of drivers, dynamic
change of routes and their dispatch to the workstations of drivers if necessary
In order to properly perform the task of collecting solid waste, it is necessary to ensure the construction of
cargo transport routes taking into account a number of external factors that influence the prioritization of
tasks and ensuring optimality for a number of criteria. Thus, it is necessary to take into account the time of
the assignment, the distance traveled, the number of units involved in the technology, the cost of discharging
waste at landfills and processing plants, the current location of transport, loading and unloading points.

3.4.1. State of the system
The current state of the system is described by a set of parameters:
 Current state of the truck transport (location, type of waste, loading)
 Current state of garbage cans (location, type of waste, loading)
 Parameters of polygons (location, type of waste, price for unloading each waste unit)
 Parameters of processing enterprises (location, type of waste, profit for unloading a waste unit of each
type)
 Blocked road sections (many areas excluded from path calculation)

3.4.2. Criteria of optimality
Since there are many options for passage through the transport scheme, it is necessary to determine the
criterion for the optimality of the freight transport route. The following set of rules was chosen:
 Ttot ‐> min
 Ltot ‐> min
 Ntot ‐ Nwork ‐> min
 Cpol ‐> min
 Сrec ‐> max
Where Ttot ‐ is the total time spent, Ltot ‐ is the total distance traveled, Ntot ‐ is the number of bins waiting to be
unloaded, Nwork ‐ is the number of tanks processed, Cpol ‐ is the amount spent for unloading waste into landfills
Сrec ‐ is the amount received for unloading waste into processing plants.

3.4.3. Customizable settings
In order to adapt the algorithm to the requests of organizations engaged in the transport of solid domestic
waste, it is possible to establish a balance between the amount of freight transport involved and the maximum
time for the discharge of the SWM system. Thus, the system allows minimizing the costs of servicing the vehicle
and reducing the number of staff involved, if possible.
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3.4.4. Implementation of the algorithm
To implement the multi‐criteria route search algorithm, genetic programming technologies are selected. As a
population, a sequence of visits to the points of interest of the vehicle is chosen, i.e. loading of tanks, discharge
of waste to the unloading points. The objective function is the optimal criterion. The states in which several
vehicles visit the same waste collection points are discarded. Mutations occur according to the principle of
changing the point of interest of a random vehicle to another random element of an array of points of interest.
Crossing is carried out by replacing the point of interest of one vehicle with the point of interest of another
vehicle. Estimates of the paths are made on the road network using OSM maps, which makes it possible to
determine the distance between the points of interest and the approximate travel time.
Parameters of the genetic algorithm: the size of the population is 50, the maximum number of generations is
1000, the chance of mutation is 15%, the chance of crossing is 30%, the best among 5 individuals, the random
selection of individuals for comparison, the number of chromosomes of an individual is twice the sum of points
of interest.
As the population develops, the order of visiting the points of interest changes, taking into account the
criterion described earlier. After reaching 1000 generations, the algorithm stops working and the population
route is constructed, optimal from the point of view of the criterion.

3.5. Central processing software module.
The central processing software module implements the ability to generate reports for different levels of
vehicle management. Operational management is the solution of daily, ongoing tasks. This management
consists of operational planning, accounting and control.
The purpose of operational management is the formation of uninterrupted work entrusted to the head of the
service, coordinated work with all other divisions of the enterprise. Operational management includes
monitoring the current status of the fleet and tanks. In the event of the arrival of information about the
breakdown of the vehicle, it is excluded from the route calculation algorithm and the plan is redistributed
among the remaining participants. Likewise, if inaccessibility or other problems of maintenance of tanks, it is
excluded from the plan.
Breakdown of the vehicle
To implement this functional, the state parameter is entered in the parameters of the vehicle object, setting
it to 0 leads to the elimination of the vehicle from the route calculation algorithm. Information about
breakdowns is displayed in the dispatcher interface for rapid response.
Inaccessibility of the bin
In case of impossibility of access to the tank, or impossibility of collecting waste from it for other reasons, it is
necessary to make a video recording using a mobile application. The state field of the tank responsible for the
state is set to 0, which excludes the tank from the route construction algorithm.
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3.5.1. Tactical
Tactical management implies the form of interaction, the way of working communication within the company,
the method of achieving a large, long‐term strategic goal.
Tactical level of control includes the control of the status of traces of the vehicle and calculation of the required
vehicles based on the degree of congestion. So, in the case of the availability of information about road works
on the section of the route, this section is excluded from the route search algorithm. In the case of blocking
the passage through the street according to photo or video fixing information, this street is also excluded from
the route search algorithm. In this case, information about the restoration of traffic comes from external
sources and tactical control implies the exclusion of these sites from the considered. In order to optimize the
number of vehicles required to service garbage cans, the calculation of the duration of the routes is made. So,
if the route can be performed for a given service time by an incomplete vehicle fleet, the vehicle is selected
based on their priority, which can be set based on the maintenance cost of the vehicle, fuel consumption,
capacity or other parameters. By minimizing the number of vehicles, personnel and maintenance costs are
reduced.
Blocked street
Information about blocked streets comes either from the drivers of the vehicle through photo or video fixation,
or from third‐party services. Information about blocked streets is displayed as a report. Blocked street is
included with a low priority in the route search algorithm, that is, the cost of travel through it is set with a
large coefficient, which must be done in case this street is the only possible passage to the group of tanks.
Carrying out of road works
Information about road works is taken from outside organizations. The map area in which road works are
carried out is included in the search algorithm with a large cost factor.
Number of vehicles based on collection time and current traffic
In order to optimize the number of vehicles required to service garbage cans, the calculation of the duration
of the routes is made. So, if the route can be performed for a given service time by an incomplete vehicle fleet,
the vehicle is selected based on their priority, which can be set based on the maintenance cost of the vehicle,
fuel consumption, capacity or other parameters. By minimizing the number of vehicles, personnel and
maintenance costs are reduced.

3.5.2. Strategic
Strategic management is the setting of goals, planning and movement for the years ahead, when the future is
clearly visible, when the leader is clear what he wants to get in the future.
The strategic level of management includes a set of recommendations for the reorganization of the roadway,
the optimization of collection points and their location. During the implementation of the plan, monitoring of
information coming from the on‐board devices of the vehicle is carried out. When comparing the time
parameters of the plan and the actual passage of the route, information can be obtained about the route
sections in which the vehicle delays occurred. This information, established over long periods of time, is
presented in the form of a report and can be used as a recommendation for optimizing the traffic situation.
Temporary costs for servicing the collection point of solid domestic waste include time for access to the vehicle
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in conditions of congestion of cars within the yard area and time for loading of solid waste. The final time
should be included in the plan for the correct distribution of objects between the vehicle. The on‐board
equipment system allows to fix time costs, their accumulation is carried out in the central processing system.
By averaging the data on time costs over a long period of time, it is possible to compile a report containing
recommendations for optimizing collection points in order to expedite the implementation of the plan. The
location of SWM collection points is important from the point of view of their uniform occupancy and the
possibility of their timely collection. The information on the degree of occupancy of SWM collection points for
a long time allows to receive information on the need to add or reduce the number of collection points in a
particular location and in the vicinity of the point of collection point location. Information on collection points
with minimum and maximum occupancy is displayed as a report.
Recommendations for optimizing road sections
When constructing a daily work plan, information can be obtained about the expected duration of the vehicle
travel for each of the sections of the route. During the implementation of the plan, monitoring of information
coming from the on‐board devices of the vehicle is carried out. When comparing the time parameters of the
plan and the actual passage of the route, information can be obtained about the route sections in which the
vehicle delays occurred. This information, established over long periods of time, is presented in the form of a
report and can be used as a recommendation for optimizing the traffic situation.
Recommendations for optimizing collection points
Temporary costs for servicing the collection point of solid domestic waste include time for access to the vehicle
in conditions of congestion of cars within the yard area and time for loading of solid waste. The final time
should be included in the plan for the correct distribution of objects between the vehicle. The on‐board
equipment system allows to fix time costs, their accumulation is carried out in the central processing system.
By averaging the data on time costs over a long period of time, it is possible to compile a report containing
recommendations for optimizing collection points in order to expedite the implementation of the plan.
Recommendations for optimizing the location of collection points
The location of SWM collection points is important from the point of view of their uniform occupancy and the
possibility of their timely collection. The information on the degree of occupancy of SWM collection points for
a long time allows to receive information on the need to add or reduce the number of collection points in a
particular location and in the vicinity of the point of collection point location. Information on collection points
with minimum and maximum occupancy is displayed as a report.

3.6. Web application for dispatchers of organizations‐carriers
For dispatchers of organizations‐carriers the following functionality is available (Figure 6):
 Сity dashboard
 Various reports on the quality of the collection of solid waste (Tools for analyzing the volume and
quality of work performed by drivers)
 Driving quality control
 Traffic jams and road works
 Complaints & Reviews (Means of viewing complaints and reviews of citizens)
 Automated scheduling of vehicles
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Figure 6. Web application for dispatchers of organizations‐carriers

3.6.1. City Dashboard
City Dashboard (Figure 7) can visualize and present current situation with the process of waste collection. City
Dashboard operates in 3 modes, providing the necessary information about the process of waste collection to
dispatchers, citizens and city administration.
City dashboard has the following features:
 Display of SGB, waste trucks, routes, waste processing companies on the map
o Display of solid waste containers, including such parameters as type of solid waste, level of
fullness, condition of sensors and transmitting equipment
o Display of the vehicle including parameters such as type of waste, level of fullness, sensor
readings
o Display of the routes of waste trucks, according to which the export of solid waste currently
takes place
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o Display of waste processing enterprises and solid waste landfills
Possibility to change the location of garbage processing enterprises and landfills
Ability to add a new garbage collection region
Ability to change the boundaries of an existing garbage collection area
Ability to see readings of the sensors on SGBs and waste trucks
Ability to manually add or move SGBs
Ability manually or automatically change routes

Figure 7. City Dashboard
Clicking on any object on the map a window through which you can go to the page with full information about
the object opens. The vehicles pages (Figure 8) display: the position of the vehicles on the map, priority,
container volume, type (glass / plastic, organic, dangerous waste), percentage (1 or 0 ‐ active or not due to a
breakdown or end of the driver's working day).
On the pages of waste dumps (Figure 9), the costs of garbage disposal (which are paid for discharging garbage)
are displayed: price_for_glass_disposal, price_for_organic_disposal, price_for_dangerous_waste_disposal.
On the pages of waste processing companies (Figure 10), the prices of garbage (which is paid for the disposal
of waste for processing) is displayed: price for glass recycling, price for organic recycling,
price_for_dangerous_waste_recycling.
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Figure 8. City Dashboard: The vehicles page

Figure 9. City Dashboard: waste dump
The pages of the garbage containers show: the position on the map, max (capacity of the container), volume
(current filling of the container), type (glass / plastic, organic, dangerous waste), state; Sensor readings:
temperature, humidity, CO2.
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To move SGB, go to Edit ‐> Coordinates in the top menu. Then, on the resulting map, move the point using the
tools shown in the figure (Figure 11) or manually enter coordinates in the WKT format in the Manual
coordinates field.

Figure 10. City Dashboard: SGB coordinates page
You can change the boundaries of the garbage collection region in the same way (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. City Dashboard: region coordinates page
To change the route of the truck, you must click on the Rebuild routes button (Figure 12). Routes are requested
via Plone Product Routes from the Decision Support System (described in section 3.4.

Figure 12. City Dashboard: rerouting

3.6.2. Informing users of the system about traffic jams and road repairs
Information on ongoing road works is imported from the site of the State Administrative and Technical
Inspectorate of the Government of St. Petersburg [5] in two modes: the table (fields: type of work, address,
time, detour) and graphical representation of the list on the city map (Figure 13). Information about traffic
jams is imported from the newsline [6].
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Figure 13. Information on ongoing road works

3.6.3. Complaints about the quality of waste collection
The dispatcher can view complaints from citizens about the quality of garbage collection, inconvenient
arrangement of garbage containers, breakage of garbage containers, long time garbage not taken out. The
dispatcher can mark complaints as worked out if the problem described in the complaint has been eliminated
("Is solved" field, Figure 14). Also, if necessary, the dispatcher can send a complaint to the city administration.
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Figure 14. Review and correction of complaints about the quality of waste collection

3.6.4. Automated scheduling of vehicles
The schedule of vehicles is generated through central processing for each truck. The schedule displays objects
(garbage cans, waste processing plants and landfills) that the truck will visit in the near future. Also, for each
object, the estimated time of arrival is displayed considering traffic and data on ongoing road works (Figure
15).
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Figure 15. Automated scheduling of vehicles

3.6.5. Receiving driver messages
From the driver's mobile application reported to a web application the following messages:
 Photo
 Video
 Audio
The dispatcher can view messages from drivers for a specific date and, if necessary, send it to the police or
city administration.

3.6.6. Reports on the quality of the collection of solid waste
The following types of reports are available to the dispatchers:
 Automated control of the quality and quantity of work performed by vehicles and drivers;
 Driving quality;
 Reports generated by onboard information collection device.
The report on the quality of driving includes: the number of accelerations> = 1, the number of accelerations>
= 1.5, the number of braking <= 1, the number of braking <= 2, the number of turns, the distance traveled
(km), the integral indicator of the quality of driving, the quality performed by drivers and t / s of work (Figure
16).
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Figure 16. Example of a report on the quality of driving
The report on the volume and quality of the work performed by drivers includes the amount of collected solid
waste (volume), the number of SGBs collected and the percentage of completion of the plan (Figure 17).

.

Figure 17. Example of a report on the volume and quality of work performed by drivers
Example of a reports generated by onboard information collection device (Figure 18 and Figure 19):
 Motion / parking report
 Reports from CAN bus
 Alarms
 Geozone visit report
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Figure 18. Example of a reports generated by onboard information collection device. Selecting options
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Figure 19. Example of a reports generated by onboard information collection device. Report output

3.7. Web application for government agencies
The web application has the following functionality:
 Access to various reports on the quality of waste collection;
 Reviews and complaints about the quality of waste collection;
 City Dashboard
The following types of reports are available to government officials:
 The volume and quality of work performed by drivers;
 Automated control of the quality and quantity of work performed by vehicles and drivers.
 Reports are similar to generated in a web application for transport organizations.
Employees of state structures can view complaints of citizens on the quality of garbage collection,
inconvenient arrangement of garbage containers, breakage of garbage containers, long time garbage not
taken out. Also, employees of state structures can mark complaints as resolved if the problem described in
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the complaint has been eliminated. The interface with the complaints of the population is identical to the
dispatcher interface described in section 3.6.3.

3.8. Web application for citizens
The web application has the following functionality:
 provides the possibility of mapping the points of separate waste collection;
 provides the ability to leave a complaint about the quality of garbage collection.
On the map of the points of separate collection of garbage points of reception of the following types of debris
are displayed: glass / plastics, organic matter, hazardous wastes (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Map of points of separate waste collection

3.8.1. Ability to leave a complaint about the quality of garbage collection
The user can leave a complaint about the quality of waste collection, inconvenient arrangement of garbage
containers, breakage of garbage containers, long‐term waste not taken out. The complaint can attach a photo
and a description of the problem. Also, the user needs to specify the location, the date the problem occurred,
and the type of problem (Figure 21).
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Figure 21. The interface for filing a complaint about the quality of waste removal operations

3.9. Waste Management Ontology
The developed Waste Management Ontology [7] [8] is based on the analysis of business processes of garbage
collection in St. Petersburg. The ontology language is OWL [9], the development tool – Protégé [10]. The
structure of the Waste Management Ontology, its categories and generic items are represented in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Structure of Waste Management Ontology: categories and generic items
A more detailed structure with object and data type properties can be seen in Figure 23 and on our website
[11].
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Figure 23. Waste Management Ontology

3.9.1. Ontology rules composition
We investigated the process of garbage collection in St. Petersburg and identified the most common
situations. The rules for ontology are developed in the SWRL language [12]. The following scenarios were
implemented in the form of SWRL rules:
Scenario 1: accidental or intentional damage of SGB sensors block. The method is based on constant analysis
and comparison of data from SGB sensors. If the SGB lid is open and SGB coordinates do not match the
coordinates of the SGB container, the data from other sensors is analyzed. If the data does not arrive, the
hasState datatype is assigned a value Missing sensor block => the state changes to "Damage of SGB sensors
block".
smart_garbage_bin(?s) ∧ sgb_container(?c) ∧ sgb_lid(?l)
∧ is_part_of_sgb
(?l, ?s)
∧
is_part_of_sgb (?c, ?s)
∧ isOpen(?l, 1)
∧ hasVolume(?c,
0)
∧ hasCapacity (?c, 0)
∧
hasCoordinates(?s, ?s_coord)
∧
hasCoordinates(?c, ?c_coord)
∧ swrlb:notEqual(?c_coord, ?s_coord)
→
hasState (?s, "Damage of SGB sensors block")
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Scenario 2: SGB sensors failure. The method is based on constant analysis of data from SGB sensors for
indicating the type of fault.
smart_garbage_bin(?s) ∧ capacity_sensor(?f)
∧ sgb_container(?c) ∧
hasVolume(?c, 0) ∧ hasCapacity (?f, 100) →
hasState(?s, "Volume sensor
failure ")
Scenario 3: low battery.
smart_garbage_bin(?s) ∧ battery_charge_sensor(?b)
0)
→ hasState(?s, "Low battery")

3.10.

∧ hasBatteryCharge(?b,

Mobile applications

The main purpose of mobile applications is displaying of information about the current location of the vehicle,
garbage containers and the route of their transportation, as well as the exchange of messages with the
dispatcher.
The main function of mobile applications is to establish interaction between the driver, the utility worker and
the carrier organization through the portal of the garbage collection system (Figure 24).
Driver applications functions:
 display the situation on the map, show the optimal route accordingly the cloud systems data;
 send messages about inability to pick up a garbage bin or other problems encountered;
 including of photo, video and voice records to messages;
 display dispatcher messages.

Figure 24. Launching screen of mobile application
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System software: Android version 7.0 or later and iOS version 11 or later for launching the mobile application,
NaLinux version 7.3 with Plone 4.3 for the portal system part.
The program exchanges requests and data with portal components by REST API with JSON data format via the
HTTP or HTTPS protocol.
Configuration data of mobile application placed in swm.ini file with a YAML format:
[login]
url = portal's URL
username = portal's user identifier
password = user's password
During the launching of program, authorization of user on the portal is performed according to the registration
data specified in the configuration file and a request is made to the portal regarding the availability of the
updated version of the software module for the user's group to which the authorized user belongs by
mod2time portal's function.
If such an update is available, the mobile_module function gives the name of the portal object containing the
module for this platform and the module from the portal is downloaded to the mobile platform. After that,
control passes to this program module.
This approach allows to automatically update executable program modules and manage their configuration
from the portal server. Using Kivy instrumental software platform makes it possible to use the same software
modules for various hardware and operating systems, including Android, iOS, Linux and Windows, with varying
degrees of hardware support.
In case of failure when connecting to the server, a screen form is displayed enabling you to change the
parameters for logging into the system showing. In this form, you can set the URL of the portal resource
controlling the corresponding region, user ID and password.
The downloaded program module is archived compressed file in the tgz format containing:
 program code of the 'swm' Python module that implements the SWMApp class with the run
method run by the main program after the module is loaded and unpacked;
 files used by the program module, for example ‐ image files used as icons;
 the configuration file config.py is a program code in the Python programming language which sets
the parameters for this module.
The program module reads the settings from configuration file, launches the GPS‐tracking process, draws the
user interface of the mobile application, and sequentially launches the functions of the SWMApp class from
'functions' array described in the module's configuration file.
Defined functions:
 msg_receive – this function receiving messages sent by the operator to the driver and displaying
them on the map. Messages are objects of class 'dmessage' which are located in a folder of type
'fdmessages' in SWM portal (Figure 25 and Figure 26). The message may include a title, a
description and from the list of registered users the drivers selected by which this message should
be received are selected. If users are not specified, the message will be received by all drivers.
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The data from 'dmessage' object is obtained by querying the function get_dmessages from the portal REST
API with the following parameters:
 driver – driver's portal login identifier;
 time – the time of publication from which you should start to search for objects of type
'dmessage'.

Figure 25. Creating of message for driver in SWM portal.
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Figure 26. Input form for dispatcher's message.
Requests are made with the periodicity specified in the module configuration file in the parameter msg_period
in seconds. The number of the last messages displayed is specified by parameter msg_num.



show_regions – Display of service areas on the map. The corresponding data is obtained by
querying the function get_regions from the portal REST API.
show_sgbs – Display location of garbage bins. The corresponding data is obtained by querying the
get_sgb function with the 'region' parameter from the portal's REST API.
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show_routes – Display the current routes of the drivers_routes function obtained through the
request with the 'driver' parameter from the REST API of the portal.
show_gps – Display the current position of the user according to the current coordinates received
via the GPS service.

3.10.1. Driver's mobile application
This program displays information about the current location of the vehicle, garbage bins and their
transportation route, as well as for exchange of messages with the dispatcher (Figure 27). Drivers are the users
of the portal included in the group 'drivers'.

Figure 27. User interface of driver's application
You can specify in the configuration of another user by calling the configuration interface by clicking the
Configure button. In case this is a user from the group 'drivers' in portal, a route for this driver and messages
addressed by the dispatcher to that user or all drivers are displayed.
The 'Message' button (Figure 28) displays the interface for sending the message to the dispatcher. In this form,
you can choose the type of message, compose its text description, add a photo, video or voice record. The
'Send' button sends a message to the portal (Figure 29). After this, an object of type 'Folder' with the header
specified in the 'Type' field and a description from the 'Description' field is created, as well as the files obtained
as a result of the photographing, audio or video recording. Messages are placed in the folder specified in the
'msg_path' parameter.
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Configuration file for Driver's Mobile Application:
map_center = [59.93428, 30.335098]
map_zoom = 12
gps_image = 'swm/track.png'
msg_path = '/messages/drivers'
functions = [
'msg_receive',
'show_regions',
'show_sgbs',
'show_routes',
'show_gps'
]
msg_types = [
'No access to SGB',
'Traffic jam',
'Accident on the road',
'Road works on the route',
'Breakdown of the car',
'The car got into an accident',
'SGB breakdown'
]
msg_period = 5
msg_num = 3
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Figure 28. 'Message' form
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Figure 29. Messages from drivers on a portal

3.10.2. Mobile application for janitors
This program displaying of information about the current location of the janitor, garbage bins and messaging
with the dispatcher. Janitors are users of the portal who are members of the 'janitors' group (Figure 30).
The 'Message' button displays the interface for sending the message to the dispatcher (Figure 31). In this form,
you can choose the type of message, compose its text description, add a photo, video or voice record. The
'Send' button sends a message to the portal. After this, an object of type 'Folder' with the header specified in
the 'Type' field and a description from the 'Description' field is created, as well as the files obtained as a result
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of the photographing, audio or video recording. Messages are placed in the folder specified in the 'msg_path'
parameter (Figure 32).

Figure 30. Janitor's Mobile Applications user interface
Configuration file for Janitor's Mobile Application:
map_center = [59.93428, 30.335098]
map_zoom = 12
gps_image = 'swm/janitor.png'
msg_path = '/messages/janitors'
functions = [
'show_regions',
'show_sgbs',
#'show_routes',
'show_gps'
]
msg_types = [
"SGB breakdown",
"No access to SGB",
"Garbage is not cleaned for a long time",
"SGB overflowing",
"Odors from SGB"
]
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Figure 31. Janitor's Mobile Application 'Message' interface
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Figure 32. Janitors messages on a SWM Portal

3.11.

Prototype of automation system for drivers

The prototype of automation system for drivers contains:
 mobile device with Android or iOS;
 server infrastructure of SWM portal.
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System software: Android version 7.0 or later and iOS version 11 or later for launching the mobile application,
NaLinux version 7.3 with Plone 4.3 for the portal system part (Figure 33).
Deployment of the Mobile Application was performed on devices: Samsung Galaxy S7, Sony Xperia Z3 Tablet
Compact and iPad Pro (Figure 34).

Figure 33. Driver's Mobile Application on devices Samsung Galaxy S7, Sony Xperia Z3 Tablet Compact и

.

iPad Pro

Figure 34. 'Message' form on different devices
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3.12.
Prototype of an intelligent device for collecting, preprocessing, storing and
transmitting data for installation on a vehicle
The prototype of an intelligent device for collecting information for installation on a vehicle must meet the
following requirements:
 Provides collection, initial processing and temporary storage of data coming from sensors installed
on t / s and tanks;
 has a wireless connection to the cloud system using 2G / 3G / 4G / Wi‐Fi technology;
 records and stores video data;
 has a GPS / GLONASS receiver;
 provides interaction with the workstation of the driver through a local network t / s;
 provides transmission to the cloud system of data received from the sensors both on the
occurrence of certain events and at the request of the controller.
In the process of performing the work on the choice of hardware solutions for the implementation of the
required functionality, it was revealed that the separation of on‐board devices into two groups, one of which
performs the collection, the other the preliminary processing and storage of data, is inappropriate. These tasks
are solved jointly with the GPS tracker Voyager 15, which performs video recording from cameras, collects
data on location and acceleration, writes data to the hard disk and transfers data over the 3G / 4G network
via a USB modem. Also, the device implements a WiFi access point, creating a local network.
Voyager 15 GPS trackers are used as on‐board equipment. Voyager 15, in conjunction with video cameras and
3G / 4G modem, provides real‐time video monitoring. Intelligent traffic consumption Voyager 15 activates the
transfer of video data via cellular networks (3G / 4G) only when they are viewed. This allows you to exclude
the use of funds to transfer unused data. The recorded video is stored on an embedded drive and, if necessary,
it will be received from it via the Internet or a local network.
From the side of the cloud system, interaction with the on‐board equipment is carried out through the cloud
RITM, from which information on the current location of the vehicle and the characteristics of its movement
is provided on request: the number of abrupt maneuvers, mileage, travel time, number of stops.

3.13.

Smart Garbage Bin

The garbage containers (Figure 35) are equipped with fill level sensors, RFID tags, air pollution sensors, and
means for collecting data from these sensors to transmit them over wireless communication channels.
The minimum set of sensors for the proposed modular container architecture includes:
 level meter, which is a set of rangefinders HC‐SR04;
 temperature sensor, DHT‐22;
 RFID reader for identification of garbage and user.
Additionally, an air quality sensor is connected to determine the quantitative parameters of the release of
gases into the atmosphere.
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Figure 35. SGB connection diagram
This set of sensors is sufficient to determine the current state of the container and generate events about an
unexpected increase in temperature. An RFID reader can be used to authenticate a user in the system to
calculate the amount of garbage generated or transported and determine its type.
Figure 35 presents the proposed architecture of the relationship between the sensors and the LoRaWAN. We
use the Arduino Mega debug card as a bridge between the sensors and the Raspberry Pi platform (RPI). Its
main function is to convert the raw sensor data into data packets that are sent for further processing and
sending to the cloud. This approach ensures the modularity of the device, because when adding a new sensor,
the Arduino firmware can be overwritten by the RPI without disturbing the overall system. If we want to add
a pressure sensor, an ambient light sensor or any other type of sensor, we can connect it to Arduino, and the
new firmware is RaspberryPI to associate it with UART, SPI, I2C or read the raw analog signal. This approach is
useful for models where an additional source of information can be used to refine the existing one.
RaspberryPI combines the raw data and represents a bridge to the cloud through the LoRaWAN stack (Figure
36).

Figure 36. SGB photos
The presence of two levels of abstraction ‐ the level of protocols for signal transmission and the level of
transmission of data packets ‐ provides modularity of the device. In this case, Arduino firmware can be made
with Raspberry Pi, providing the possibility of flexible device configuration.
Sending packets to the network is an event‐based process. When the user interacts with the tank, a new value
of the garbage level parameter must be calculated. The number of packets per day per device parameter
depends on the number of interactions with the tank. A packet sent to the cloud contains information about
the level, temperature and RFID. From the cloud, there are user authentication data. The lid will open only
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after receiving the receiving message from the cloud. The delay between the action of the user and the
response should not exceed a certain time.
The system's limiting parameters for a different number of generated data and serviced devices are given in
Table 2.
The data from the garbage containers enter the cloud of The Things Network through a gateway to the IP
network. The cloud interface is shown in Figure 37. The cloud provides access to data coming from LoRaWAN
devices, supporting the toolkit of event subscriptions about connecting / disconnecting devices and about the
arrival of a data packet. In this case, the data is encrypted and is accessible only to users who have access to
the device.
Table 2. Parameters of the system using LoraWAN
Packages per day per
transmission channel

Packages per day per
device for 100 devices

Packet size Distance to the
Packet
(bytes)
gateway
waiting time

Minimum

11000

330

40

4000

567

Maximum

16000

480

60

7000

1100

Figure 37. The Things Network cloud
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4. Integration with bIoTope services, components and other use cases
4.1. Main information about the data and context exchange principles between
stakeholders in the bIoTope ecosystem.
An architecture of integration of components of the Smart Waste Management (SWM) pilot project with the
bIoTope ecosystem is presented in Figure 38.

Figure 38. Integration of SWM pilot project with the bIoTope ecosystem
As it is shown in Figure 38 the data exchange process between the SWM system with other bIoTope ecosystem
stakeholder is organised via Context Management Platforms (CMP). The main platform for Context
Management in the bIoTope ecosystem is the Context‐as‐a‐Service (CoaaS) platform. The most popular
platform used across European Smart City projects is Fiware [1], the central element of which is the Orion
Context Broker. Despite similar aims, these two platforms significantly differ in functions, interfaces, and
architecture. As the area of context management is passing through the period of active development,
competing projects offer different approaches, while the process of standardization was just recently started
is not finished yet [13].
The data exchange between the ITMO SWM system and other stakeholders of the bIoTope ecosystem can be
facilitated by both platforms: CoaaS and Fiware Orion. However, as the CoaaS platform is developed in the
bIoTope project, the integration of ITMO SWM with the bIoTope ecosystem via CoaaS platform is in the main
focus of this report. The main attention of this part of the report is drawn to the interoperation between SWM
system and the CoaaS platform via CDQL, as this language was specially designed in the bIoTope project for
solving the interoperability problems on both: generic and semantic level. Fiware, which is designed around
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the NGSI language, is mostly suitable for interoperability on the generic level. However, the Fiware project
started to move towards the semantic level in the FIWARE. Schema [14] subproject. This subproject is at the
early stage now and its results are hard to evaluate due to the immaturity.
We should also clarity what we mean by the generic and semantic levels. Interoperation on the generic level
is demonstrated in the Fiware NSGIv2 [15] documentation. The developer of an external application can access
data using a known sequence of fields in the documents, which are stored in the storage of the platform. For
example, a description of a room and a query to get the readings of a temperature sensor are presented in
Figure 39.

Figure 39. Fiware NSGIv2, generic level of interoperation
Such an approach facilitates universality, as it is not limiting access to data and is not dependant on the
domain. However, this lack of connection with domains, lack of ontologies, and lack of domain‐dependent
functions are significantly limiting the applicability, as the developer will eventually have to deal with different
formats of data representation, and, secondly, develop all the needed domain‐dependant functions and
algorithms of data processing or aggregation.
For an illustration, we will use a domain‐dependent function parkingCost(), which is designed to calculate the
price of a parking lot for certain period of time. The task of a developer of the navigation system is to find the
most inexpensive yet convenient parking spot for its user, according to a number of criteria. In simple words,
the query can look like: “Select 10 parking facilities close to the point with coordinates X,Y with cost less than
15AUD for the period from 11:25 to 17:45”.
The final cost of a parking can be dependent on time of the day, length of staying, parking permits, which a
user has, regional regulations and other factors. If a developer of a navigation system will start to develop such
a function for all possible algorithms of calculation and with respect to regional regulations and laws, achieving
a stable result will require significant effort. In such a case, using an aggregation service, where the cost of
development and maintenance is shared between a number of consumers, has an indisputable economic
benefit. For realizing of such functionality ontologies of specific domains are created. In the bIoTope project,
the Mobivoc [16] ontology was created for the description of parking electric charging facilities. For the
description of waste management domain an SWM [7] ontology was created. Existence of such ontologies
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allows to achieve the standardization of the domain, which, in order, allows to develop functionality, allowing
the execution of high‐level queries and functions.
CoaaS allows developers to integrate high‐level queries into the application for context interchange with
applications and data silos, which are owned by other organizations. More information about the CoaaS
platform and the CDQL language can be found in the corresponding deliverable D4.5 and [17], [18].

4.1.1. Interoperation of the SWM system with other stakeholders of the bIoTope
ecosystem.
For the explanation of the main functionality which is used for the interoperation if the ITMO SWM system
and other stakeholders of the ecosystem, we will use several examples, which were requested by our partners
in the bIoTope project:
 Search of waste containers of all the SWM operators by the type of waste, distance to the point
or geo‐shape and other parameters
 Search of the waste trucks routes for the purpose of building a safer and faster route which will
exclude places, where the process of waste collection can slow down driving
 Creation of a notification about road problems which were met in the process of waste collection
 Search for electric charging stations that are suitable for charging an electric waste truck
In these scenarios SWM acts both as a consumer and as a provider of context.
Scenario 1: Search of waste containers of all the SWM operators by the type of waste, distance to the point
or geo‐shape and other parameters
In this scenario, SWM operators are acting as providers of context. Vertical silos of SWM operators upload
data about the location of waste bins and their descriptions, which includes the type of waste and other
attributes. As a next step, SWM operators are sending updates to the CoaaS platform about the level of waste
in each container.
When the application developer wants to create a possibility to find a waste bin of particular type, the
developer can create a query, an example of which is presented in Figure 40.
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Figure 40. A query for finding waste containers
The query composition can be done in any text editor. However, it is more convenient to use a specialised
CoaaS IDE. This web‐application supports CDQL syntax highlighting, autocomplete functionality based on
supported ontologies, query debugging, and possibility to save and reuse queries. Another feature of high
importance is the management of security tokens, which are used for authentication when the query is issued
from the application.
A query for finding waste containers of all SWM operators is presented in Figure 40. Line 1 is a comment. Line
2 defines prefixes. In this case, “wm” is referring to the SWM ontology, and the “schema” prefix is referring to
the well‐known ontology schema.org. Line 3 defines what should be returned as a final result. Line 4 opens
the entity‐definition section. Line 5 defines an entity targetLocation, which is, in this case, a geo object
(schema:place). Line 6 defines how to find this geo object. In this case, an address is used. Instead of the
address other attributes could be used, such as, for example geo coordinates, owner of the object, etc.
An example of using the autocomplete function in the CoaaS IDE is presented in Figure 41.

Figure 41. Using the autocomplete function to find attributes from the connected ontology
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Line 7, as presented in Figure 40, defines an entity “waste container”. Lines 8‐14 are narrowing the search
space. This space includes only containers which are located less than one kilometre away from the point, or
less than three kilometres, in case of good weather. Plastic waste should be allowed, fill level must me less
than 90%, and access should be allowed for groups “Public” and “ITMOStaff”. The “goodForWalking” function
is a built‐in function of the CoaaS platform. It defines conditions, in which an average person feels comfortable
walking outside. These conditions include a range of temperature, humidity, UV, etc. Moreover, every
developer can redefine this function for his/her own purposes.
The final result of the query is a JSON or ODF document, which contains an array of container descriptions,
which are compliant with the search criteria.

Scenario 2: Search of the waste trucks routes for the purpose of building a safer and faster route
which will exclude places, where the process of waste collection can slow down driving
In certain conditions the waste collection process can cause slowing down or temporary blocking the driving
at some road segments. This is especially true for narrow road or yards. Modern navigation services can
dynamically change routes in case they have information about the traffic conditions. If querying for current
routes of heavy trucks, including waste trucks, made possible, it would be convenient to use this contextual
information for building better, safer and faster routes. Figure 42 presents an example query for receiving
routes of waste trucks. In this scenario, SWM operators are acting as providers of context, while navigations
systems, such as BMW Connected Drive, are acting as context consumers.

Figure 42. A CDQL query for searching for the waste trucks routes
Lines 1‐2 are similar to scenario 1. Line 3 defines returning of routes of waste trucks. Lines 5‐7 define the area
for searching. In this case a polygon is used for defining the area. Lines 8‐9 define waste trucks in the selected
area. Joining of these entities is done by using the intersects() function, which defines the intersection of
routes and area.
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Figure 43 shows an example of a query, with safety in focus. In this case, the status of the truck is added
(active), drivers experience should be less than 6 month or fatigue level should be higher than 0.7.
Consequently, routes of experienced and not tired drivers are not influencing routes of all other drivers.

Figure 43. An advanced query for searching trucks routes of all SWM operators
The result of the query execution is a JSON or ODF document, containing an array of routes descriptions in
GPX format.
Scenario 3: Creation of a notification about road problems which were met in the process of waste collection
One of the important scenarios of interaction of SWM operators and smart city services is the notification
about road accidents and problems. An often problem for SWM operators is, for example, a blocked access to
waste containers by parked cars [19].
The creation of a notification it CoaaS terms is called “Context Definition”, it is not a query. Accordingly,
Context Definition Language (CDL) is used, which is a part of CDQL. CDL definition is contained in a body if an
HTTP PUT request, which is sent from SWM to CoaaS.
The DatexII [20] ontology is used for describing road traffic and road events.
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Figure 44. Creation of a notification about road events and problems
In Figure 44 an HTTP PUT request is represented, which contains CDL about a blocked container in its body. In
this example sending of a notification is imitated with a Postman client software.
In order, smart city services can issue a query, which is presented in Figure 45 for receiving information about
blocked containers in a defined area. Line 7 in this query defines location of waste container inside the defined
are by using the geo‐function “within”.

Figure 45. A CDQL query for finding blocked waste containers
The final result of executing this query is a JSON or ODF document, which contains an array of container
descriptions, which satisfy the search criteria.
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Scenario 4: Searching for electric charging stations that are suitable for charging an electric waste truck
Small electric trucks are already actively used in many places as an effective mean for waste collection in dense
areas. One of the limitation of such type of transport is the necessity of periodic battery charging. The charging
process requires a certain amount of time, causing the need for parking near the charging point. The search
for parking and charging points is defined using the Mobivoc [16] vocabulary. A corresponding query is
presented in Figure 46.
Lines 7‐8 define maximum possible distance between the current location of a truck and the location of a
charging station. It is worth to highlight the third parameter of the distance() function, which is “DRIVING”. It
means, that the used by CoaaS platform algorithm of choosing the provider will be using a routing engine to
calculate the driving distance, which can be significantly bigger than linear.

Figure 46. A query for finding charging stations
Lines 10‐13 define attributes of a charging station, such as minimal power, type of plug, etc. In this case the
type of plug is defined by containsAny operator, meaning that any of this three types are suitable.
Line 14 defines the availability of the charging station during a certain period of time by using the Availability()
function. Lines 15‐16 define the maximum price for kWt*h.
Interoperation between SWM operators and other stakeholders of the bIoTope ecosystem is facilitated by the
CoaaS platform by issuing HTTP POST or PUT queries, which contain CDQL queries of CDL documents as body.
This part of report describes the interoperation of SWM operators with CoaaS as well as several possible
scenarios of context exchange. In these scenarios SWM acts both as a context consumer and as a context
provider. More detailed description of CDQL and its functions can be bound in CoaaS project documentation
(D4.5). The main result of the integration is than the application developers have a possibility to query and
upload contextual data in a simple, high‐level but flexible manner.
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4.2. Integration/interoperability with Bottle Bank Management (Lyon)
More than 2200 bottle banks are located on the 59 towns forming the Greater Lyon: on this territory, the local
authority is in charge of recycling and waste management. New bottle banks are supplied by a provider,
chosen after a public procurement. Bottle banks are property of Greater Lyon and they are maintained by an
internal team. The collection of bottle banks is performed by several private companies, chosen after a public
procurement. The territory is divided into several areas, each of those areas is attributed to one of the
collection companies.
For the time being, collection management and truck routes are based on the collection companies experience
and internal tools. A sensor‐based solution has been deployed in 2015‐2016 on 10 bottle banks, enabling to
know at an hourly frequency the filling rate of each bottle bank. This proof‐of‐concept has demonstrated that
the knowledge of the filling rate could enable significant optimization in the collection process (Figure 47:
bottle bank, collection truck, overflow).

Figure 47: bottle bank, collection truck, overflow
Bottle banks are objects of a dataset on Metropolis data platform: this dataset give access to online view of
mapping of containers, but give also access to metadata associated with this dataset. Developers or users of
geographic front‐end can use data through a wide range of web services and formats: The standards of the
Open Geospatial Consortium WMS (map‐oriented) and WFS (geographic objects oriented), but also Shapefile,
KML, GeoJSON, JSON. These technologies are also being explored by SWM use case
The following services were identified in deliverable D2.1. A short description is given below.


The citizen information and contribution service allows everyone to be informed about bottle banks’
status or to communicate information on bottle banks or their surroundings. This service will be
integrated to the Greater Lyon citizen portal currently developed.
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The dashboard service enables visualising each bottle bank status on a map or by filtered lists and
being informed by alerts regarding the banks or the collection activity.



The collection tour scheduling service produces route plans for truck drivers before they leave for a
collection tour, taking into account the information collected through the bottle banks’ sensors and
other data sources.



The real‐time guidance service takes into account the real‐time events that occur on the planed route,
and the bottle banks status, in order to suggest a new route.

From integration of BBM with CoaaS Figure 48 presents a CDQL query for finding bottle banks, which

need to be emptied.

Figure 48. CDQL query for finding bottle banks

5. Conclusion and Future Work
This deliverable described design and development of “Smart Waste Management” (SWM) use case by ITMO
University, St. Petersburg as part of WP6 of bIoTope project. It has demonstrated feasibility of using LoRaWAN
technology for collecting data from smart garbage bins, transmitting that data into a processing centre where
it’s used for routing optimisation. The deliverable has also presented an ontology of waste management as an
innovative contribution. A number of visualisation options for different stakeholders were also presented and
explained. A mobile app for janitors and drivers of garbage trucks were developed and demonstrated.
The deliverable presented integration and collaboration outcomes with Grand Lyon city‐partner sharing and
reusing outcomes of SWM software and technologies.
Future work will include fine tuning and evaluation of developed software in lab and real city environment.
These will be reported in subsequent deliverables.
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